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(Re-)Unification and why you, a newbie, should care
by Gödefrïeu Válcadác’h

If you were in Talossa prior to 1 June 2004, this is not for you.  If, however, you 
are in the gigantic bunch of people in both the Kingdom and Republic who 
came after 'the Split', you are among those to whom I preach.

When you came to Talossa, Kingdom or Republic, you came to a broken people 
and a broken nation.  A broken and imperfect Talossa...

If you have not read my provocative and profound A Nation Sundered, you 
should do so right away because it will give you the low-down on the vendetta 
against another Talossan citizen prosecuted by the former King Robert I and his 
consort, the former Queen Amy that turned the old Kingdom of Talossa into the 
repressive dictatorship which led directly to the mass-exodus of 1 June 2004.  

The just-announced informal talks between the Kingdom of Talossa and the 
Republic of Talossa are intended to heal that breach and give to the world a 
single Talossa state to go along with the single Talossan people that has always 
existed since Talossa's founding thirty-three years ago.  In 2004, the Talossan 
people were split into two distinct social continuities.  In 2012 (we hope), and 
may it please God to bring this about, those two distinct social continuities will 
become one community once more.

You don't know or care anything at all about this 'Republic' or that 'Kingdom'. 
You should.  Here's why:

Second only to Tomás Gariçier, Republic citizen Miestrâ Schivâ 
(pictured at left) is the foremost speaker of the Talossan 
language in Talossa today.  Hailing from New Zealand and 
possessing the boundless energy that is the fuel that helps keep 
Talossa going, Miestrâ is a scholar of the Talossan language, 
Talossan history, and is a fierce debater.  

A thorn in the side of Ben Madison for many years, she has officially been a part 
of Talossa since coming to the Republic in 2004, but her time on the Talossan 
stage goes all the way back to 1997 when she became perhaps the first person 
ever to be vetoed for citizenship by the Kingdom's Uppermost Cort.

However, that little scuffle did not stifle her love and passion for Talossa, no 
matter how crazy its then-King (Ben) was, and she brings to the table her quick 
wit, her fairness, her willingness to go the extra mile, her memories of having 
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never stopped keeping up with what was going on with Talossa the past 
fourteen years, and her boundless good heart and incredible friendship.  

Her being derided by Ben Madison for so long, I thought her to be a scion of 
Chtulhlu himself, but when she joined us in the Republic of Talossa in 2004, she 
won me over with literally but two Wittenberg posts.

Hailing from Sweden and possessing more knowledge of 
American culture and history than most Americans (including 
yours-truly), Ián Anglatzarâ (at left) brings to Talossa one of the 
most serene and personalities we are so fortunate to have.  A 
worthy Kingdom Secretary of State in the old Talossa, he was 
one of the many, many people who brought the ire of Ben 
Madison, an ire that has now become the Talossan Good 
Houskeeping Seal of Approval, telling all of us this is a person 
we all need to associate ourselves with at the first-possible 
chance.

In 2006, I took a church choir trip to Sweden and Denmark.  While in Sweden, I 
had the privilege of staying a night with the Anglatzarâs in Uppsala, and found 
Ián and his wife to be two of the nicest and wisest people I have ever known. 
Such a joy to know them!

No-one in Talossa can deny the watershed importance of the 
Cone Wars, that most-imperfect catalyst of fomenting the 
community of Talossa in the Kingdom's earliest years.  And 
no-one can deny the seminal importance of the Kingdom's 
antagonist in that event, Xhéralt Conâ.

A huge science-fiction geek, Xhéralt was last seen by 
Talossans as a part of the Talossan expatriate community that 
left the Kingdom with Ben in 2005.  And while we abhor the 
mere thought of Ben and Amy ever making a return to 
Talossa, we need to do all we can to make Xhéralt and the 

other non-Madison expats feel welcome in a single Talossan state once more.

And we can do that by offering them to chance to join a re-united and healed 
Talossa.
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And then there is Ián Carlüs Valadéir, aka Art 
Verbotten.  Third only to Ben and Ián Ursümvür 
Metáiriâ in Talossa's development over the years, he 
has been called 'the Conscience of Talossa' for good 
reason.  He knows Talossan history as well as anyone, 
having been around for nearly all of it.

A belligerent in the Cone Wars allied with Ben and JJ, 
there is so much more to this person, however.  He is 
the most level-headed and sane person in Talossa and 
can say in a few words what it takes me or others to 
say in a hundred.  He can see through bunk better 
than anyone and is one of the nicest and most-
gracious people I have ever known.

Yes, he has recently left Talossan life, but perhaps a reunited Talossa could serve 
to goad him into making a comeback.

Fritz Buchholtz.  To many of you, the name needs little 
introduction.  He is a Talossan who has known Ben for 
decades who was active in the Kingdom following 1 June 
2004, though he did not actually become a Talossan until after 
that fateful day.

Any wargamer in Milwaukee for any length of time will 
surely remember Napoleon's gaming store in Shorewood, 

north of Talossa where Fritz and his family held court for so many years, 
providing a mecca for tabletop wargamers for more than twenty years.  

Along with Tomás and John Woolley, Fritz was one of the chief Talossans calling 
Ben out on his continued obsessive vindictiveness in the wake of the advent of 
the Republic, and has long pined for reunification.  Should it come around, I 
should think a great force in Talossa, long inactive, would come home.  
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It is very possible that but for the intervention of Danihél 
Lauriéir in the crisis following the departure of the Royals in 
August 2005 there would be no Kingdom of Talossa today.  In 
the official rolls of Talossan citizenship, he is listed as the 
second-ever citizen of Talossa, Ben being the first.  He was 
Talossa's first prime minister.

Like JJ, Dan was a fly in the ointment that kept Ben himself 
interested in Talossa's earliest years, and everyone knows if 
there is anything Talossa thrives on, it's a fly in the ointment.

I've spoken with Dan by phone at least the once, and I've found him very 
pleasant and gracious.  Like Fritz, he loves Talossa immensely, and he too has 
pined for the day when we can be a single community again.

King Florence?  The Florenciâ Iàrni?  Why the heck not?  Let's bring not only her 
back, but why not Alvoradâ Feitz Fôrfesc, Xhéralt Schvic’htenburg, and Cauprâ 
Arvoûretâ Châvalà-Furxhéir.  What about other Old-Growthers who might have 
an interest in making a comeback?  Vitxalmoûr Simeônescu?  Jôl M. "Jôsh" 
Mac’ht?  Anyone else?

A united Talossa is far-stronger to get these people back so that they do not need 
to make the evil choice between Kingdom and Republic.  Talossa has survived 
thirty-two years...barely.  By getting all these Old-Growth Talossans and some of 
the newer old-timers back, we stand a chance at surviving another thirty-two 
years or longer.

This is not about me.  It is not about you.  The pain of losing our distinctive 
Kingdom and Republic flavors is difficult to bear, but I can tell you Talossans 
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through the coming years and decades will look to us at the visionaries who 
saw past our own time and saw a future in which a united Talossa was able to 
take root and withstand the ravages of time and change in persistant obstinance 
to that most-dangerous of our enemies: apathy and boredom.

In the months to come, our respective governments will put forth a united 
scheme for bringing about the coming united Talossa.  Supporting same will 
ensure Talossan existence for another twenty-five years at least.  Disdaining 
same will ensure continued years of division and a loss of our connection with 
our Talossan past.

Let's keep on our governments to make this happen folks!  Let's do this...

...për noastra Talossa!
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